EURES:
la professionalità senza frontiere del 17.11.2017
Le offerte Eures sono aperte a tutti. Per contratti di almeno 6 mesi in un altro paese europeo sono previsti finanziamenti al trasferimento
per tutte le fasce d’età.(YFEJ 5.0 e Reactivate)
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4663252

Danimarca

1

Ingegnere
elettronico

Tempo
indeterminato

Inglese
fluente

Da
definire

Definition of Metro/Rail system design documentation with particular reference to
Requirement Management (DOORs) and interface definition, support the system Operation
Scenario creation. Create list of key issues and maintain it. Produce management reports.
Establish risks and monitor them. Perform impact analysis. Verify if CR are needed in the
roadmap of CBTC Solutions. Monitor development milestone and report progress to the
project. Provide guidelines for addressing gaps in the initial releases of the design
documentation. Create the PBS and document list. Provide a plan for the WPL with clear
priorities. Monitor document list status and requirements for each document delivered. Create
the engineering master schedule of integration milestone in accordance to Project milestone.
Identification, develop and execution of Signaling System Integration Test Procedures:
definition of test plan, test specification and test break down structure and Test sequence
definition. Coordination of on site and Lab Testing activities with all relevant stakeholders for
preparing and execution of Signaling Integration Formal tests. Managing the ticket issues
review meeting. Interface with the Client during official testing phase. Follow up of approval
process with authorities. Redaction and official submission of all relevant test reports,
management of closure pending till final approval. Support to Commissioning Manager and
System Engineer for the final approval of the system. Support in development and
implementation of Configuration Management process, in maintaining traceability of
configurations (SW / HW) and participation in Configuration Control Boards, configuration
item identification and configuration audits. Qualification: Engineering Master Degree
(Electrical , Electronic) 2-3 years’ experience in similar contexts. Ansaldo STS S.p.A. Phone:
32463340 Contact person: Karoline Bertelsen Rønje

50137

Islanda

1

Cave guide

Tempo
determinato

Inglese
buono

Da
definire

The company Sólstadir ehf. in South Iceland is looking for a guide to guide in lava caves and
history guiding in the cave Laugavatnshellir. The successful applicant should have experience
in adventure guiding, speak good English, have good service skills and be willing to deal with
the challenges that might come up at the job. Salary according to collective wage agreements.
50% position with flexible working hours. Please fill in an online application form at
www.vinnumalastofnun.is/eures and put "lauga" in the field for employer

ALTRO

4685642

Danimarca

4485205
8

Regno
Unito

1

1

Software
developers

Financial and
investment
advisers

Tempo
indeterminato

Tempo
indeterminato

Inglese
fluente

Inglese
fluente

Da
definire

As Statistical Programmer your overall focus is to turn complex data into clearly organised
reports providing insights and recommendations for your colleagues. You will do this by
developing SAS programs for preparing and reporting clinical data for statistical analysis. You
will be preparing output for aggregated documents and publications as well as supporting
regulatory commitments. Organisation and submission of data in accordance to international
data standards (e.g. CDISC) is also an important task for the Statistical Programmer. You will
be involved in coordination and supervision of the deliverables from contract houses around
the world performing outsourced programming tasks. For the more experienced Statistical
Programmer, your primary responsibilities will be to guide and set directions for statistical
programming in accordance with Novo Nordisk programming standards and standards set by
regulatory authorities. You will advise Biostatistics management and fellow statistical
programmers with respect to programming strategy, submission data standards and technical
issues. Qualifications:You have an M.Sc. or Ph.D. within Science, IT or a related area and
extensive knowledge of programming and handling of databases. Extensive experience with
clinical development and SAS programming language as well as knowledge of CDISC SDTM
and ADaM standards is a requirement. You are able to write efficient, well documented and
standardised computer programs. Excellent analytical skills as well as an understanding for
data structure are a necessity. The job requires good coordination and planning skills
combined with the ability to work in a flexible manner.
Employer: NOVO NORDISK A/S Contact person: Karoline Bertelsen Rønje.

25000 28000 G
BP

The Original Equipment (OE) Sales department in Burton on Trent is looking for an Analyst.
Tasks include: • Interpreting and analysing customer demand, ensuring tyre production meets
the requirement • Sales monitoring analysis, sales forecasting and price forecasting • Working
within the team to facilitate deliveries including meeting scheduled customer requirement,
delivery slot management and coordinating third party logistics suppliers • Monitoring stock
availability and taking corrective actions where necessary • Updating competitor analysis
using the company’s online portals • Supporting the OE Business Partner with the monthly
forecasting of volume and pricing • Supporting the Senior OE Controller, interpreting and
analysing customer demand, ensuring tyre production meets the requirement • Managing and
maintaining POD database to ensure all documentation is complete and working with third
parties to ensure all signatures are in place • Working within the team to facilitate deliveries
including meeting scheduled customer requirement, delivery slot management and
coordinating third party logistics suppliers • Maintaining strong relationships between UK and
Head Office functions, ensuring coordination and implementation of group strategy. A good
level of general education is required (degree level desirable). As OE Analyst, you will
possess a good level of IT skills which must include Excel. Your communication skills should
be good. The role will involve communicating with UK and international colleagues, so the
ability to develop and maintain strong relationships is key. We communicate regularly with
Milan, so the ability to speak Italian would be beneficial but not essential. Apply
https://career012.successfactors.eu/career?career_ns=job_listing any=Pirelli&navBarLevel=e
n_GB&career_job_req_id=9181 Contact person: Recruitment Marketing.

